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perpetual ice and snow which even though inaccurately we
call the polar tee caps The climatic data for these areas
cannot convey any idea of the intense cold or of the
miraculous change that the short mghtless summer works in
these Arctic lands The contrast between the frozen sea
around the North Pole and the ice bound continent around
the South Pole is also to be noted
4 A  Northern Forest Regions
Forests cannot exist where the summer temperature falls
below 50 F even where the rainfall is sufficient The
dividing line therefore between tundra and forest is deter
mined by the summer temperature These northern forests
are vast expanses of pine and spruce woods as yet almost
untouched They are bound to assume great importance as
the world s demand for wood pulp and cellulose grows
The structure of the trees with their needle like leaves is
admirably adapted to the long winter with its intense cold
and heavy snowfall The only tree which sheds its leaves
and manages to resist the rigorous conditions is the birch
In Alaska and the MacKenzie basin the forest is found 300
miles within the Arctic Circle but in eastern Canada it does
not reach within 500 miles of this Circle affording yet
another illustration of the different conditions that are found
on the western and eastern sides of continents These forests
form the world s greatest fur hunting grounds and are
inhabited only on their fringes by such hunters and trappers
as the Ostyaks and Samoyedes
Backed by modern science the white settler is beginning
to invade even this area  and on the southern edges of the
forest especially in Canada, is steadily pushing his agncul
tural holdings farther and farther north.   The efforts of the
agricultural scientist in these areas are directed to the breed

